TYPO3 Core - Bug #93876
New content element wizard is not working for "saveAndClose" content types via new record
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Description
Steps to reproduce:
1. Go to list module
2. Open the "New record" view
3. Select "Click here for wizard!"
4. Select a content type with the "SaveAndClose" option, e.g. "divider"
The following error occurs : Attempt to insert record on page '[root-level]' (0) where this table, tt_content, is not allowed
Reason: The uid_pid parameter is missing in the URL
Associated revisions
Revision d6732046 - 2021-04-16 12:28 - Oliver Bartsch
[BUGFIX] Prevent saveAndClose in MultiStep wizard
With #90461 a new option "saveAndClose" was added
to the newContentElement wizard. When opening the
wizard and selecting a content type with such option set,
the new element will directly be created - no FormEngine
interaction - and placed at the position (colPos, sorting),
the user opened the wizard.
This functionality however does not work when the wizard
was opened without such page context, for example via the
"new record view" in the recordlist. The position must then
be defined by the user explicitly in the MultiStep wizard, so
no "saveAndClose" functionality is available in such cases.
Resolves: #93876
Releases: master, 10.4
Change-Id: I8c7c7b632533a6f2d2bbe01a103a25ce441acf2c
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68726
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Revision 19e131ff - 2021-04-19 08:02 - Oliver Bartsch
[BUGFIX] Prevent saveAndClose in MultiStep wizard
With #90461 a new option "saveAndClose" was added
to the newContentElement wizard. When opening the
wizard and selecting a content type with such option set,
the new element will directly be created - no FormEngine
interaction - and placed at the position (colPos, sorting),
the user opened the wizard.
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This functionality however does not work when the wizard
was opened without such page context, for example via the
"new record view" in the recordlist. The position must then
be defined by the user explicitly in the MultiStep wizard, so
no "saveAndClose" functionality is available in such cases.
Resolves: #93876
Releases: master, 10.4
Change-Id: I8c7c7b632533a6f2d2bbe01a103a25ce441acf2c
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68812
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

History
#1 - 2021-04-08 09:08 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68726
#2 - 2021-04-16 12:28 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch 10.4 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68812
#3 - 2021-04-16 12:32 - Oliver Bartsch
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset d6732046628f17662bba96371e2c5c68908149d3.
#4 - 2021-05-11 16:00 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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